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WELCOME
to Bright Network Festival 2017

We’re excited you’re joining us today at Bright Network Festival 2017.
Now in its seventh year, it’s our biggest and brightest event of the year.
Today is all about you. Boost your skills, connect with over 70 of the
world’s best graduate employers and gain the exclusive insights you
need to get ahead.
Discover where your degree could take you. You’re #GenerationBright.
Enjoy the day!
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Join our

team

Grow with us.
Let’s shape our future together.
Do you want to grow and succeed? If you’re a team player, this is a great place to
move forward – personally and professionally. And we value and reward performance
along the way. Interested in joining? ubs.com/careers

UBS is proud to be an equal opportunities employer. We respect and seek to empower each individual and
the diverse cultures, perspectives, skills and experiences within our workforce.
© UBS 2017. All rights reserved.

Take the next step
Graduating in 2018
Graduate Talent Program (GTP)
Our Graduate Talent Program lasts 18 to 24 months
depending on your chosen business area. Participants will
be directly involved in day-to-day operations, working
with professionals and gaining first-hand experience in
our business. Participants will get trained throughout the
program on the financial markets, our products and other
core business specific topics. And you could gain a wide
perspective of the firm by taking on different roles. Besides
all that, participants can attend networking and social events
where you’ll get to know us.
At UBS, we know our future depends on attracting the best
people to our firm. That’s why we’re interested in meeting
talented students like you.
Your choice
No matter where you are in your academic career, you’ll find
plenty of opportunities to learn about UBS and experience
what having a career with us might be like. Here are some:
Graduating in 2020
Let’s shape our future together.
Are you considering a career in banking and not sure where
to start? Looking for a chance to explore your options?
We are offering the chance for you to learn from our senior
leaders and recent graduates. Go to our website to find
out where a career with us could take you.
ubs.com/recruitingevents
Graduating in 2019
Summer Internship
Our Summer Internship is an ideal way for you to get the
work experience you need. For nine weeks, participants will
be right at the heart of our business and take part
in day-to-day operations. Not only will you learn about our
business, you will also experience our unique workplace
culture. Also, our Summer Internship offers participants
the opportunity to enhance their business knowledge by
interacting with guest speakers and participating
in workshops, community days and case studies.
Deadline to apply: Sunday, December 31, 2017
Off-cycle Internship and Industrial Placement
During our off-cycle Internship and Industrial Placement
program, you’ll get to join one of our teams in Asset
Management, Investor Client Services, Corporate Client
Solutions or Corporate Center for 6 to 12 months.
Participants will still be working toward their university degree
while getting the opportunity to be a real part of the team,
working with our experts and learning about the industry,
our clients and our firm.
Deadline to apply: Sunday, December 31, 2017
© UBS 2017. All rights reserved.

Deadline to apply: Sunday, November 5, 2017
Key points on our recruiting process
All applications must be submitted online via www.ubs.
com/graduates. Early applications are encouraged as we hire
on a rolling basis. We use a number of assessment tools
throughout the process, including online tests and interviews.
Our recruiting process

Online
application

Online
testing

video
Interviews

Final assessment day

Welcome

Requirements
To apply for of the above programs, you‘ll need a minimum
of a 2.1 or equivalent in your first undergraduate degree (or
on track for this.)

Key hiring areas
Investor Client Services
– Securities Sales, Securities Trading
Corporate Client Solutions
– Coverage & Advisory, Equity & Debt Capital Markets
Corporate Centre
– Operations, Risk Control , HR, Technology,
Corporate Services, COO
Asset Management
– A range of roles available from Real Estate to
Equities, Fixed Income to Strategy and Client
Coverage.
Go to our website to find out where a career with us could
take you. ubs.com/recruitingevents

BANKING &
INVESTMENT
MANAGEMENT
Meet today...

About us
Expert advice. Wealth management. Investment
banking. Asset management. Retail banking in
Switzerland. And all the support functions. That’s
what we do. And we do it for private and institutional
clients as well as corporations around the world.
We are about 60,000 employees in all major financial
centers, in almost 900 offices and more than 50
countries. Do you want to be one of us?
What we offer
Together. That’s how we do things. We offer people
around the world a supportive, challenging and
diverse working environment. We value your passion
and commitment, and reward your performance.
Take the next step
Are you truly collaborative? Succeeding at UBS
means respecting, understanding and trusting
colleagues and clients. Challenging others and being
challenged in return. Being passionate about what
you do. Driving yourself forward, always wanting to
do things the right way. Does that sound like you?
Then you have the right stuff to join us. Apply now.
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We’re proud of our 320-year history, but this doesn’t stop us from
taking an innovative approach to the future. The Bank is a hub
of dynamic new thinking in every area, from economic research
to information technology, and we pride ourselves on creating
an inclusive, collaborative and knowledge-sharing environment
throughout the Bank. Attracting and inspiring the best graduates
from diverse disciplines, it’s all about building outstanding careers,
and it all starts here. Join the Bank of England as a graduate, and
you’ll be involved in complex, high profile and truly fascinating
projects from day one. Not only that, but you’ll be helping to
bring a brand new strategic direction to life.

Established in 1590, Berenberg is one of the oldest private banks
in the world, and with this heritage comes fantastic opportunities
for bright and aspiring individuals. Berenberg offers its clients
tailored and individual services across Wealth Management, Asset
Management, Investment Banking and Corporate Banking.
Berenberg has a strong reputation based on first-class
performance, and although the company has a long history it
remains entrepreneurial in its approach. A combination of the
meritocratic culture and flat hierarchy enables young talent to
flourish and progress at Berenberg.
If you have a strong academic record, an inquisitive mind,
outstanding interpersonal skills and a keen interest in markets
then keep an eye out for opportunities with this exceptional firm.

BANKING & INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT

Citi’s success is driven by its exceptional people – their passion,
dedication and entrepreneurship – and it will be people with
these qualities who will shape its future. At Citi, learning doesn’t
stop at graduation and they provide one the best learning and
development programmes in banking. Whatever the degree
there is a chance to excel at Citi and become part of a global
firm that provides the most forward-thinking financial products
and solutions to the most enterprising corporations, institutions,
governments and individuals around the world.
Citi offers full-time, placement and internship opportunities
across a number of its business areas, including Investment
Banking, Corporate Banking, Capital Markets Origination,
Markets and Securities Services, Treasury and Trade Solutions
(TTS), Private Bank, Risk Management, Human Resources,
Operations and Technology. Citi also offers an insight
programme enabling students in their first year (or in their
second year of a four year course) to experience first-hand the
Citi culture and environment. University students interested in
this industry with drive, commitment and a passion for learning
are encouraged to apply. This is an opportunity to be part of
an exciting period in the development of the global financial
services industry, working with the brightest minds to drive
responsible, positive change within Citi and beyond.

Commerzbank is a leading international commercial bank with
branches and offices in almost 50 countries. With the two
business segments Private and Small-Business Customers, as
well as Corporate Clients, the Bank offers a comprehensive
portfolio of financial services to its clients.
Commerzbank finances approximately 30 per cent of Germany’s
foreign trade and is leading in financing for corporate clients in
Germany as well as in providing capital market products. With
its subsidiaries Comdirect in Germany and Poland’s mBank it
owns two of the world’s most innovative online banks.
With approximately 1,000 branches Commerzbank has one
of the densest branch networks among German private banks.
In total, Commerzbank serves more than 17.5 million private
and small business customers, as well as more than 60,000
corporate clients, multinationals, financial service providers
and institutional clients. In 2016, it generated gross revenues of
9.4 billion Euros with approximately 49,900 employees.

Goldman Sachs is a leading global investment banking, securities
and investment management firm that provides a wide range
of financial services to a substantial and diversified client base,
including corporations, financial institutions, governments and
individuals.
At Goldman Sachs, you will have many opportunities to make an
impact. The unique perspectives that our people bring to the firm
and their shared passion for working on projects of great global,
economic and social significance, help drive progress and create
results.
Goldman Sachs is structured in a series of divisions: Executive
Office, Finance, Global Compliance, Global Investment
Research, Consumer and Commercial Banking, Human Capital
Management, Internal Audit, Investment Banking, Investment
Management, Legal, Merchant Banking, Operations, Realty
Management, Risk, Securities, Services and Technology.

Greenhill is a unique investment banking firm offering
exceptional opportunities to bright, intellectually curious and
hard working individuals. Founded in 1996, Greenhill focuses on
providing financial advice globally on a wide range of matters to
corporations, institutions and governments.
Despite the Firm’s continuing growth, Greenhill remains much
smaller than other investment banking firms and as a result
they offer a dynamic, collegiate and entrepreneurial working
environment as well as direct exposure to the Firm’s group of
highly experienced Managing Directors and prestigious client
base. If you have a strong academic track record, exceptional
communication skills, are intellectually curious and instinctively
commercially aware, and enjoy working as part of a team then
look out for opportunities with this unique firm.

Your Career. Your Way.
At J.P. Morgan, we are committed to helping businesses, markets
and communities grow and develop in more than 100 countries.
Working with us means you’ll learn from our team of experts in
a supportive and collaborative environment and gain the skills to
make a direct contribution to a firm with a legacy lasting over
200 years.
We want to see your creativity, communications skills and drive.
While your academic achievements are important, we’re also
looking for your individuality and passion as demonstrated by
extra curricular activities. We want to help you fulfil your potential
as you build your career here.

BRIGHT NETWORK FESTIVAL
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BANKING & INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT

350 years of heritage. A world-class set of businesses. And
more than 140,000 employees in almost 50 countries. It’s no
surprise that MUFG has grown to become one of the top five
banks in the world. Our vision? To become the world’s most
trusted financial group. You’ll help us achieve it. MUFG offers
stability in an ever-changing market, providing services to highprofile clients world-wide. So it goes without saying that our
graduates need to be first-class thinkers – bold, intelligent, and
driven to help us achieve our goals.

Morgan Stanley is a leading financial services firm. Our vision
and goals can only be achieved through hiring, training and
rewarding the best people. Morgan Stanley is a true global citizen,
with offices around the world filled with talented, passionate
people bringing excellence and integrity to everything we do.
As technology links us closer together, the firm is in a unique
position to address the increasingly global needs of our clients.
Our attention is on the future, even though we draw strength
from our successful past. We are focused on new ideas and
groundbreaking financial products. We believe capital creates
change and that it can be channelled in such a way that we do
well in business while also seeding goodness in the world. This is
why we are working with visionary businesses and individuals to
generate funding to finance innovative ideas for a better future.
There is no typical person at Morgan Stanley. Our employees
represent globally diverse backgrounds and interests. What
they have in common is that they are all high achievers who
share integrity, intellectual curiosity and the desire to work in a
collegial environment. We prize individuality and encourage our
people to be themselves. What you are interested in and how
you approach the world will determine your individual career
path with us.

Nomura is an Asia-headquartered financial services group
with an integrated global network spanning over 30 countries.
By ‘Connecting Markets East & West’, Nomura services the
needs of individuals, institutions, corporates and governments
through its three business divisions: Retail, Asset Management,
and Wholesale (Global Markets and Investment Banking).
Founded in 1925, the firm is built on a tradition of disciplined
entrepreneurship, serving clients with creative solutions and
considered thought leadership.
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As a global investment manager, we help institutions,
intermediaries and individuals across the planet meet their
goals, fulfil their ambitions, and prepare for the future. But as
the world changes, so do our clients’ needs. That’s why we have a
long history of adapting to suit the times and keeping our focus
on what matters most to our clients.
Doing this takes experience and expertise. We bring together
people and data to spot the trends that will shape the future.
This provides a unique perspective which allows us to always
invest with conviction. We are responsible for £418.2 billion
(€476.3 billion/$543.3 billion)* of assets for our clients who
trust us to deliver sustainable returns. We remain determined
to build future prosperity for them, and for all of society. Today,
we have 4,100 people across six continents who focus on doing
just this.
We are a global business that’s managed locally. This allows us to
always keep our clients’ needs at the heart of everything we do.
For over two centuries and more than seven generations we’ve
grown and developed our expertise in tandem with our clients’
needs and interests. Explore our interactive timeline to see how
we’ve been shaping financial futures since our very beginnings.
* as at 30 June 2017

For more than 30 years, Silicon Valley Bank (SVB) has helped
innovative businesses, enterprises and their investors move
bold ideas forward, fast. SVB provides a range of targeted
financial services and expertise through its office in the UK.
With commercial and international banking services, SVB
helps address the unique needs of innovators. The UK’s
leading technology and life science businesses, in all stages
of development, look to SVB’s niche expertise, 30 years of
experience and unparalleled network, as they grow at home and
tackle new markets abroad.
Follow the conversation on Twitter at @SVB_UK.
Silicon Valley Bank is registered in England and Wales at 14-18 Finsbury Square,
London EC2A 1BR under No. FC029579. Silicon Valley Bank is authorised and
regulated by the California Department of Business Oversight and the United
States Federal Reserve Bank; authorised by the Prudential Regulation Authority
with number 577295; and subject to regulation by the Financial Conduct
Authority and limited regulation by the Prudential Regulation Authority. Details
about the extent of our regulation by the Prudential Regulation Authority are
available from us on request.

BANKING & INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT

SECTOR
OVERVIEW

Tell me about...
Investment Banking
12:00

Isabelle Toledano
UBS
Head of Corporate DCM and Client solutions EMEA
Isabelle is the head of Corporate DCM and Client solutions EMEA. She chairs the
EMEA Diversity Operating committee and is part of the European IB Diversity council.
She joined UBS in 2009 to set up the European High Yield Derivatives business and
following on she also took over French corporate DCM before taking on her current role.
Isabelle has an in-depth knowledge of fixed income products, a strong understanding of
leveraged businesses and alternative financing solutions. She is experienced in setting up
and leading businesses. Prior to UBS, Isabelle worked at Paribas, J.P. Morgan, WestLB
where her last role was Head of France-Benelux for Fixed Income solutions. Isabelle was
educated in France and the US and speaks 3 languages fluently. She has lived in London
for the last 16 years and is married with 2 children.

15:30

John Newman
UBS
Global Head of Macro Options and FX/PM Spot Trading
John joined UBS in 2000 after completed an internship in 1999 on the FX options
desk. John has worked in Stamford, London, Zurich and Singapore, trading USJY
options for 10 years before moving to run the fx derivatives trading group globally
from August 2014. Since 2016 John has been performing his current role, running
Macros options and FX spot trading globally. He is also the Co-Chair of the Junior
Resource Development Committee for UBS.
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BUSINESS AND
MANAGEMENT

Meet today...
If you have big plans for your future, you should talk to a company
that has equally big plans for you. That company is M&S. We’re
a dynamic £10 billion-turnover retail giant. We’re an expanding
international, multi-channel retailer – and we’re focusing on digital
to enhance our customer experience. All of which means there’s
plenty of opportunity for you. Managing a £multi-million highstreet store, sourcing the innovative products that go in them or
fulfilling your potential in a Head Office function are all within
reach. So say yes to M&S – and you’ll never look back.

At Mars, we deeply believe that everything we do can mean more.
That’s why our objective is to make a difference to people and the
planet through performance. We do that in line with our values that
have been with us for decades; by putting our principles into action.
And because we are a company that is about more than just profit,
we look for associates that seek to make the opportunities they
get here mean more. More to themselves and their own career,
and along the way, more to the people and the communities they
interact with.
Since 1932 Mars has been producing much loved brands in the
UK. Employing nearly 4,000 Associates across several sites in
the UK, we manufacture confectionery, food, petcare and drinks
products, with brands including Mars, Snickers, Galaxy, Malteser,
Extra, Orbit, Pedigree, Whiskas, Uncle Ben’s, Dolmio, Klix and
Flavia. Mars in the UK is part of Mars, Incorporated, a family owned
company and one of the world’s leading branded manufacturers.
How we work at Mars is guided by our Five Principles: Quality,
Responsibility, Mutuality, Efficiency and Freedom.

Next Jump, as a ‘Deliberately Developmental Organisation’, is on
a mission to create high-performing workplace cultures across the
globe. People development is at the heart of everything we do and
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we follow this simple mantra: Better Me + Better You = Better Us.
Next Jumpers train and improve themselves at work (Better Me) and
use that knowledge to help others (Better You), together we create a
better world (Better Us).
Headquartered in New York, based in London, our cutting-edge
e-commerce platform is used by 30 million employees across Fortune
1000 companies and generates $2 billion in sales every year. We use
the revenue generated from this platform to fuel our social movement:
changing workplace culture. We run ‘Leadership Academies’ and
provide our technology for free to help organisations build adaptive
learning teams. We have helped a large range of organisations, varying
from the likes of JP Morgan Chase and the Military, through to state
schools/charities.
Over the last 12 months, our core and social businesses have been
growing rapidly. We are looking for driven and entrepreneurial
individuals to join us! If you are looking for a ‘not-your-typical
graduate job/internship’, then Next Jump’s the place for you!

Nearly five billion times a day, P&G brands such as Pantene, Gillette
and Fairy Liquid touch people’s lives globally.
P&G is one of the world’s largest consumer goods companies, with
employees from over 140 countries, and operations in approximately
70 countries.
P&G recruits the finest people and develops talent almost exclusively
from within. Following a successful internship, placement or career
academy, P&G hires graduates into permanent roles with the
expectation that they become one of P&G’s future leaders... maybe
even the next CEO.
A career with responsibility, and a variety of challenging roles that
develop skills is offered alongside support from training and coaching.
For those with any degree background, P&G offers careers in
commercial areas such as; Sales, Brand Management, Finance and
Accounting, IT and HR. For those with a technical degree, careers
in Manufacturing, Engineering and Supply Network Operations are
available. For R&D an engineering or science degree is required.

BUSINESS AND MANAGEMENT

SECTOR
OVERVIEW

Tell me about...
Fast Moving Consumer Goods

16:40

As one of the largest private, family-owned businesses in the world, Mars has been operating in the UK for
over 80 years and employs over 85,000 people globally. Encompassing Petcare, Chocolate, Wrigley, Food,
Drinks and Mars Global Services. Mars UK manufactures some of the nation’s most recognised and best loved
consumer brands including Mars®, Maltesers®, Pedigree®, Uncle Ben’s® and Extra®. This talk will guide you
through the wide range of exciting opportunities that a career at Mars can offer you, help you understand the
challenges facing our industry and engage you in the value of personal development.

Dan Adjei

Tesco at Mars

Senior Customer Development Manager
Dan Adjei started his career at Goodyear Dunlop on their European Graduate Scheme where he spent time
working across a number of different functions including sales, strategy and supply. After 3 years at Goodyear
Dunlop, Dan decided to make the transition into the world of FMCG and eventually joined Mars in 2014. Dan had
an 18 month spell outside of Mars where he worked for The Hershey Company helping to establish the Reese’s and
Hershey brands in the UK. He is now back at Mars and plays a key role within the Tesco team. Outside of work,
Dan is a keen musician and enjoys playing the keyboard… he also attempts golf every now and then.

Louis Jenkins Bluckert
Mars

Customer Director
Louis Jenkins Bluckert joined Mars in 2011 on the Mars Management Development Programme as a graduate.
Prior to that, he studied Psychology at the University of Manchester and spent time in three different roles
whilst on the programme: Manufacturing Operations and Account Management in both Wholesale and Retail,
Since signing off the programme in 2014, Louis has led the Highstreet and Discount Sales Team and now leads
the Tesco Business Unit. Outside of work, Louis is a huge food and restaurant enthusiast.
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CONSULTING

Meet today...

Alpha Financial Markets Consulting is an international management
consultancy firm. We specialise in asset and wealth management,
and provide consulting services to buy-side firms, their service
providers, and vendors within Europe and the USA.
Our team is of a uniquely high calibre, and by focussing on
asset and wealth management alone we build deep knowledge
and experience within our industry. We develop subject matter
expertise by working directly for market leading asset and wealth
managers as well as through industry-recognised qualifications,
such as the CFA and IMC.
We are looking for candidates who are bright, hard-working and
eager to make a difference in a sociable and busy city consultancy.
If you think you have what it takes, get in touch and we’d love to
tell you more.

A career, full of challenges, learning, qualifications and progression.
You’ll find it all at Deloitte – and more. In this ever more complex
world, it’s the smartest and most caring people that make the
difference, because they’re driven by imagination and the desire
to add value. They dream bigger, think creatively and deliver real
impact. Reshaping both the business and technology landscape,
from Human Capital to Tax Consulting, Audit and Finance to
Cyber and Digital.

Elixirr – the challenger consultancy.
Elixirr is a different type of consultancy. We help our clients change
the game in their industries, and we’re changing the game in our
own. You can’t out-innovate the market. We help executive boards
to truly understand this, and then work with them to ensure their
business model can respond effectively to disruptive market forces.
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Our focus is on delivering beyond expectations for our clients –
incumbent organisations who are struggling to keep up with, and
respond to, today’s pace of technological change to deliver what
their customers’ now expect. We deliver traditional strategy,
transformation and organisational change programmes, but what is
special about what we do is that innovation underpins it all.
You’ve heard of the challenger banks? We’re the challenger
consultancy.

McKinsey & Company is a global management consulting firm.
We are the trusted advisor to the world’s leading businesses,
governments, and institutions. We work with leading organisations
across the private, public and social sectors. Our scale, scope, and
knowledge allow us to address problems that no one else can. We
have deep functional and industry expertise as well as breadth of
geographical reach.
We are passionate about taking on immense challenges that
matter to our clients and, often, to the world. We work with our
clients as we do with our colleagues. We build their capabilities and
leadership skills at every level and every opportunity. We do this to
help build internal support, get to real issues, and reach practical
recommendations. We bring out the capabilities of clients to fully
participate in the process and lead the ongoing work.

Infrastructure, cities and transport are constantly evolving to
meet new demands, new ideas and new technologies. Impartial,
objective and results-driven, we are never content simply to
meet expectations. We combine our commercial, economic and
planning expertise to find powerful answers to complex questions:
answers that help people, places and economies thrive. Graduates
develop consultancy insights and skills to mix rigorous analysis with
technical expertise to create value for clients. We are looking for
open-minded and imaginative people. We are the only company to
be in the UK’s “Top 100 Companies for Graduates to Work For”
from 2011 to 2017.

ELIZABETH IS
PASSIONATE
ABOUT

AI
ENTERPRISE
FOOD

BE YOURSELF.
MAKE A DIFFERENCE
Apply now at accenture.com/gradfutures

Elizabeth works within our emerging
technology practice as an AI and Robotic
Process Automation practitioner. And
Accenture’s healthy work/life balance
ethos means she can also enjoy hiking,
time with her nephews and building her
own catering company to support the
homeless, so she can truly be herself
and make a difference.

EDUCATION &
PUBLIC SECTOR

Meet today...

Ark is an international charity, transforming lives through
education. We exist to make sure that every child, regardless
of background, has access to a great education and real choices
in life. We have a network of 35 schools across Birmingham,
Hastings, London and Portsmouth all in areas where they can
make the biggest difference. We are looking for graduates
and postgraduates to join Ark Teacher Training, our two-year
school-based programme. Recently rated as ‘outstanding in
all areas’ by Ofsted, Ark Teacher Training is the perfect way
to learn on the job, gain QTS and a PGCE and work alongside
some of the best education experts. Training doesn’t stop when
you qualify, we will provide you with the highest-quality training
and professional development as a Newly Qualified Teacher and
beyond. The perfect start to a successful and rewarding career
in teaching.

The link between how well you do at school and how much your
family earns is stronger in the UK than almost anywhere in the
developed world. We’re changing this and you can too.
We believe that inspirational teaching and leadership are vital to
helping every child succeed, regardless of their background. We
support exceptional people like you to become influential leaders
through our Leadership Development Programme in schools
across England and Wales.
During the programme you’ll gain a fully-funded Postgraduate
Diploma in Education (worth double the credits of a PGCE) to
become a qualified teacher. You’ll also acquire the key skills and
personal qualities needed to develop you into an effective leader
– someone who can make a real impact.
If you can inspire in the classroom, you can bring resilience,
efficiency and imagination to any environment, no matter where
your career takes you.
Apply now for our 2018 Leadership Development Programme.

Frontline’s mission is to transform the lives of vulnerable
children by recruiting and developing outstanding individuals to
be leaders in social work and broader society.
As a social worker, you’ll be joining one of the most challenging,
and most rewarding, professions. You’ll work directly with
children, families, schools, courts and the police, to empower
families to achieve positive change.
We’re currently recruiting for 352 participants and by 2020,
there will be over 1000 Frontline alumni helping to shape the
children’s services social care sector.
If you’re looking for a career where you can make a difference,
Frontline is for you.
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Unlocked is a unique two-year leadership development
programme aimed at attracting a different kind of leader to work
in prisons and focus on rehabilitation and reducing reoffending.
Currently, 46% of prisoners reoffend within 12 months of
release, creating yet more victims, causing untold damage, and
costing the UK more than £15bn. Graduates joining Unlocked
will help to tackle this. They will develop as inspirational leaders,
capable of changing behaviour and supporting prisoners to make
positive choices. They will also acquire skills and experiences that
transfer to other employment and leadership settings, and gain a
master’s degree alongside working as prison officers in category
B or C prisons in London and the South East.

FURTHER
EDUCATION

Meet today...

A Masters from Cass will help you to specialise and stand out in
a competitive world. All courses are delivered in an educational
environment renowned for its commitment to innovation and
research. Crucially, our London location permits high-level
contacts with numerous City firms, with many Cass students
moving on to positions in those firms every year.
All Masters degrees at Cass consist of core modules and
electives. Electives, taught in term three, allow you to tailor
your studies to cover your own particular interests. They are often
taught by Visiting Lecturers, practitioners who work in industry,
ensuring our students are exposed to what is really going on in
business today.

Hult is not just a business school. It’s a global network that
educates, inspires, and connects some of the most forwardthinking business talent from around the world. In today’s world,
the most relevant business education is a global one. Hult’s
programs, from undergraduate to executive education, are
designed to help students and executives experience firsthand the
forces shaping international business and give them the skills and
knowledge to lead in this increasingly complex environment. Hult
attracts an international mix of bright, passionate, and talented
people. If you can see your future as part of a dynamic global
institution that’s changing the lives of students and executives
around the world, we want to hear from you.

Imperial College Business School inspires the best minds to become
future business leaders. As part of Imperial College London, a global
leader in science and technology and consistently rated amongst
the world’s best universities, we drive business advantage through
the fusion of business and technology and an entrepreneurial
mindset. The programmes combine innovative thinking and insight
with new technology to develop practical solutions to real world
issues, benefiting business and improving society.
You’ll be in the environment to foster innovative and entrepreneurial
thinking, resulting in ground-breaking ideas that unlock business
opportunities and will benefit from the School’s world-leading
research activities and innovative thinking. Located in London, the
business capital of Europe, studying with Imperial College Business
School will give you fantastic opportunities to forge strong
professional relationships.

Kick-start your business career and thrive in a competitive job
market with one of London Business School’s (LBS) early careers
programmes. Study at one of the world’s top business schools to
ensure you stand out from the crowd.
LBS is renowned for its pioneering academic research, teaching
excellence and for providing students with an international
perspective. Our vibrant campus is in the heart of London,
surrounded by global leading businesses and finance institutions.
We also have a student body teeming with business ideas and
expertise from every continent on the planet.
Make lasting business connections and shape your career by taking
our Masters in Management, Global Masters in Management or
Masters in Financial Analysis. Each programme will give you the
skills and mindset to succeed in the fast-moving business world
and attract global recruiters. You’ll also develop the vital tools and
techniques to launch and build a successful career.

The University of Law is the UK’s longest-established specialist
provider of legal education. In fact, we’ve trained more lawyers than
anyone else. We can trace our origins to 1876 with the formation of
leading tutorial firm Gibson & Weldon. With a rich heritage and a
reputation for innovation and contemporary teaching practices, we
continuously focus on developing the best legal minds. What really
sets us apart from other universities is the guiding principle that
the current and future lawyers we teach should only ever learn in a
realistic, professional and contemporary context.
All of our courses – from our undergraduate law degrees to our
market-leading postgraduate courses and professional development
programmes – are designed with a unique, varied and innovative
learning approach that’s proven to deliver self-reliant lawyers who
can compete in the fast-changing world of legal services.
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Accenture is a leading global professional services company,
providing a broad range of services and solutions in strategy,
consulting, digital, technology and operations.
Combining unmatched experience and specialised skills across
more than 40 industries and all business functions – underpinned
by the world’s largest delivery network – Accenture works at
the intersection of business and technology to help clients
improve their performance and create sustainable value for their
stakeholders. With approximately 411,000 people serving clients
in more than 120 countries, Accenture drives innovation to
improve the way the world works and lives.

whatever inspires you most. With Atkins, you’ll be joining a team
who help to create a world where lives are enriched through the
implementation of our ideas from moving people across London
faster on Crossrail through to solving the energy challenges of
the future.
Our work covers a range of sectors including Transportation,
Water, Defence, Energy and the Built Environment. We offer a
range of placement year or summer internship opportunities so
you can get some really valuable experience before beginning
your career after graduation. Your placement would be the ideal
starting point for a graduate career with us too.

Find your future at BP

Arcadis is the leading global Design & Consultancy firm for
natural and built assets. Applying our deep market sector insights
and collective design, consultancy, engineering, project and
management services we work in partnership with our clients
to deliver exception and sustainable outcomes throughout the
lifecycle of their natural and built assets. Our 27,000 strong
team work all over the world. We build rail systems in Doha and
provide clean water in Sao Paulo. We’re improving social housing
in Glasgow and transport links in Wales.
It’s a complex business. But while our expertise and projects reach
far and wide, they’re also united under the same simple vision: to
improve quality of life.

As one of the world’s most respected design, engineering and
project management consultancies, we’re well placed to invest
in your development and support you in becoming an expert in
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Graduate and intern opportunities in engineering, science,
business and trading
Developing and producing energy resources that benefit
people the world over is our motivation – it’s what drives us. So
we’re constantly pushing the boundaries of what’s achievable.
Demanding more of the resources we use in an effort to create a
more sustainable future. And it’s our talented people who make
this all possible. The experiences, skills and perspectives that make
up our team all have their role to play. And when they come
together, our future has no limits. And neither does yours.
Our programmes
Geoscientists sending sound waves through the earth to find new
oil and gas reserves. Engineers building platforms in the ocean for
extraction. Traders anticipating and reacting to changes in the
markets. We take on graduates and interns at every stage of the
energy life cycle. And wherever you join us, you’ll start a career
path that can really take you places.
Who we’re looking for
You can apply through our degree matcher which is a handy tool
that will help you choose the roles which are right for you. You can
find the degree matcher at bp.com/degreematcher.
bp.com/grads/uk

ENGINEERING & TECHNOLOGY

At Citrix, you make things happen. Our culture is strong, vibrant, and
essential to how we work and serve our customers. We continually
advance our culture by creating an environment where people can
feed their curiosity and be continuously learning; where we hold each
other accountable for driving great results and outcomes; where we
collaborate and take joy from working on solving tough problems.
We share a winning spirit where we are obsessed with helping our
customers and partners to innovate and succeed through the use of
technology. We strive to be highly inclusive and embrace different
views and cultures.
Above all, we will be an innovative engine for our customers and
the market. We continuously redefine what it means to go to
work. Working here can be a life-changing experience. It’s intense,
challenging and exhilarating. And that’s what makes work a whole
lot of fun.

We’re Dyson. A global technology enterprise. We’re about better
ideas and better technologies. It’s about finding better ways with the
right people to work with us.
In 1993, James Dyson launched the first bagless vacuum cleaner but
a lot has changed since then. As we continue to grow, we’re exploring
new frontiers and traversing the unknown.
In 2012 we were 3120 people. Today we’re approaching 9000. We
transform every category we enter. Our future is bright and the next
few years are set to be our busiest yet. 3000 new engineers. 100
new machines. Revolutionising new categories – all by 2020.

EDF Energy is one of the largest energy companies in the UK,
supplying around 6 million residential and business accounts with
electricity or gas. We produce around one-fifth (20%) of the
nation’s electricity and that makes us the largest supplier by volume
– something we’re really proud of. EDF Energy is part of EDF
Group, a leading global electricity company which began investing
in the UK in 1998. Today, EDF Energy employs over 15,000 people
across the UK - from Torness in Scotland right down to Exeter in
Southern England.

We’re a fast-growing business looking for skilled graduates
interested in a career in IT who want to play a critical part in driving
us on to bigger and better things. Our aim is to continue to grow
and share best practice across the company, ensuring that we
operate effectively as well continuing to do what we do best. Our
ultimate objective is to become the best supplier of propertyrelated software solutions in the world.
So how are we going to achieve this? By believing it’s possible,
working as a team, and continuing to work to our company values
– integrity, accountability, passion, humility, simplicity, results and
customer service. We ensure we continually deliver quality and are
trusted. If every one of our employees believe in this, we’re almost
there!
We currently operate in 9 locations globally. If you’re looking to
join an exciting, forward thinking company working as a team to
strive towards one vision, maybe Qube Global Software has the
career for you. We started in the UK (this is still our strongest
market), but we also now have offices in a range of locations
around the world, including Australia, New Zealand, Singapore
and the U.S.

Rolls-Royce designs, develops, manufactures and services
integrated power systems for use in the air, on land and at sea. We
are one of the world’s leading producers of aero engines for large
civil aircraft and corporate jets. We are the second largest provider
of defence aero engines and services in the world. For land and
sea markets, reciprocating engines and systems from Rolls-Royce
are in marine, distributed energy, oil & gas, rail and off-highway
vehicle applications. In nuclear, we have a strong instrumentation,
product and service capability in both civil power and submarine
propulsion.

Shell is a global group of energy and petrochemicals companies.
With approximately 90,000 employees in over 70 countries,
our aim is to help meet the world’s growing demand for energy in
economically, environmentally and socially responsible ways.
As one of the most innovative companies in the world, we’re
looking for remarkable graduates to join us on this exciting journey
of discovery, pushing boundaries and exploring frontiers as we go.

IBM is the largest technology and consulting employer in the world,
serving in 170 countries. In this new era of Cognitive Business, IBM
is helping reshape industries by bringing together our expertise in
Cloud, Analytics, Security, Mobile, and the Internet of Things.
From helping transform healthcare to improving the retail shopping
experience, it’s what IBMers do. We can be found in all sorts of
interesting places. Mathematicians, coders, and web designers
contribute to creativity in the kitchen (Watson!), rerouting traffic
jams, even designing the next generation fan experience in sports
stadiums. It’s what we’ve been doing for over 100 years.

On the Shell Graduate Programme you’ll collaborate with some
of the best minds in your field as you pioneer new ideas to help
us meet future energy demands in ways that are economically,
environmentally and socially responsible.
Within our Graduate Programme we have more than 20 different
Areas of Interest to choose from, whether you are a penultimate
year student looking for an Assessed Internship or in your final
year and applying directly to the Graduate Programme.
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28 years of experience. 22 million customers. Five countries. Sky,
Europe’s leading entertainment and communications business, is
more than just television, mobile and broadband. With pioneering
technology, innovative minds and forward-thinking teams, it makes
the future happen.
People drive Sky’s success. With a variety of programmes on offer,
Sky looks out for a whole host of different skills. What you need to
succeed is the drive, passion and ambition to write your own career
story – whatever your degree discipline. You’ll be given lots of
responsibility and on-the-job learning. Add in flexible working and
competitive rewards, and you’ll have everything you need to flourish.

TPP is a UK based IT company, dedicated to delivering world class
healthcare software through our innovative products: SystmOne,
SystmConnect, SystmInsight and SystmOnline. Our philosophy is
to join up healthcare based on a shared electronic medical record,
improving access to clinical data and empowering patients to take
part in their care. In 2014 and 2015, TPP placed first in the Sunday
Times 100 Best Small Companies to Work For. We were also named
the ‘Top Company For Graduates To Work For 2016/17’ and the
‘Top IT Development and Consulting Company 2017’ by
TheJobCrowd. We have ranked in the top 3 for fair pay and benefits
4 years running. We have been endorsed by Virgin as a fair and
progressive company alongside Google and John Lewis.

With a population of over 8.6 million and more than 17 million
visitors every year, London is a city that’s always on the move.
Transport for London (TfL) is responsible for looking after the
intricate planning and everyday operation of the Capital’s
transport system. Our people make sure that millions of residents,
workers and visitors arrive safely at their destinations, day in, day
out. Improving and expanding London’s transport network is
central to driving economic growth, jobs and housing in our city.
And the work we do at TfL has a direct impact on the lives of
millions of people – every single day.
We offer schemes in many disciplines, covering everything from
graduate opportunities, year-in-industry placements to summer
placements. Schemes available: Engineering (Civil, Mechanical,
Electrical, Electronic), General Management, Quantity
Surveying, Commercial property surveying, Commercial
procurement and Software Development. All our schemes involve
working on projects where you have responsibility from the start.
Whichever area of work you choose to apply for, you can expect
support, training and development worthy of one of London’s
largest employers. What’s more, we’ll encourage you with your
professional studies, ensuring your career journey with us is as
challenging, rewarding – and fulfilling – as possible.

THANK YOU
to our additional sponsors...
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No experience required
£36k starting salary

We are looking for bright and geeky
graduates to join our growing teams:
Software Developers | Analysts | Account Managers

Find out more at
www.tpp-uk.com/weneedyou

ENGINEERING & TECHNOLOGY

SECTOR
OVERVIEW

Are you interested in hearing more
about the future of global commodity
trading markets? 14:20
We’re a global energy business with an extensive trading portfolio. We trade more than just oil and gas: our
supply and trading business connects us to the world’s traded markets for power, refinery feedstocks and
currencies. Hear all about how this incredibly exciting area of our business combines innovative financial
structures, world-class analytics to deliver and extensive expertise to deliver long-term value.
We offer internship and graduate opportunities in finance, analytics, trading, technology and more.
Come along to our sector overview to hear all about our plans for the future and how you can make an impact.

Tell me about... Engineering

15:30

From powering nuclear submarines to super-efficient passenger planes, rail locomotives and cuttingedge marine propellers, Rolls-Royce creates high-performance, integrated power solutions for use in
the air, on land and at sea. With customers in 150 countries, and some iconic, world-leading products,
it’s an amazing place to start a career in engineering.
Take Stephanie Albarghouthi’s word for it. Stephanie graduated from the University of Surrey with
a Master’s degree in Mechanical Engineering and joined our Manufacturing Engineering Graduate
Development Programme in 2015. She’ll be talking about working at Rolls-Royce, her career and
experiences to date, and how you could follow in her footsteps.

Stephanie Albarghouthi
Rolls-Royce

System Design and Integration for Trent XWB
Stephanie graduated from the University of Surrey with an MEng in Mechanical Engineering and joined
Rolls-Royce through the Graduate Scheme in September 2015. Stephanie has now been with Rolls-Royce
for the past 2 years. Stephanie has worked in various roles as part of the scheme including System Design
Support, Capability Acquisition and Supplier management. She has now joined her first role in the company in
System Design and Integration. This is her favourite role so far as she gets to expand her technical knowledge,
project management and exposure to the programme she is working for.
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Trusted to deliver excellence

BELIEVE|IN YOUR
POTENTIAL
Internship and Graduate
opportunities in Engineering,
Manufacturing Engineering,
Commercial, Customer & Services
Management, Health & Safety,
Procurement, Supply Chain
Management, Operations
Management, Project Management
or Human Resources.
From Merlin engines and land speed records
to powering Astute-class submarines
and supersonic jets, Rolls-Royce has a history
to be proud of. We also have a future to be
excited about.
For interns and graduates, our programmes
offer the chance to go beyond being part of
our future. Join one of our programmes and
you’ll help shape it. The ideas you share and
the conventions you challenge will influence
the way we think, work and make.

Learn more and apply at
careers.rolls-royce.co.uk/graduates

FINANCE &
PROFESSIONAL
SERVICES
Meet today...

Innovation doesn’t grow in a box. But it does thrive in safe places.
At AIG, we provide the safety that gives companies and individuals the
freedom to grow. We work to pinpoint risks and prevent them from
becoming losses so our clients are free to create the future; we help our
clients identify unseen risks—and stop accidents before they happen.
Life at AIG is rewarding: In our diverse and Inclusive culture, employees
and managers partner for each other’s success. It’s enriching: 65,000
men and women come together every day to make a difference in the
lives of millions around the world. And it’s innovative: We build awardwinning apps, develop and market new products and support 90 million
clients in more than one hundred countries globally.
Today, our organisation is evolving to better meet our client’s needs. We
recognise the constant need for change and we’re up to the challenge!

Certified Professional Accountants (the Association), which represents
public and management accounting globally.
Whatever your current discipline, if you’re considering a career in
finance or business, the CIMA qualification has the power to enhance
your degree, improve your earning potential and open doors for you with
top employers all over the world.
CIMA’s Grad Club (https://gradclub.cimaglobal.com/) is free for you to
join and brings you the latest graduate schemes, work placements and
internships from our top UK employers. You’ll also get exclusive access to
employer events, industry updates, careers advice and more.

Fidelity International invests money on behalf of institutions and private
individuals. Because we’re privately owned, we’re fully focused on the
long-term interests of our clients – with both the commitment and the
resources to provide the investment expertise, technology and service
innovation needed to help them achieve their financial goals.
We have offices in 24 countries across Europe, Asia Pacific, India, the
Middle East and Latin America, giving us a globally diverse network of
capability.

Few things are certain in life. Economic upheaval, political crises, natural
disasters – and plenty more besides – all mean the world can be full of
surprises. Our size, global network and emphasis on innovation mean
where we lead, the industry follows.
Depending on the area you join, you’ll be using your numeracy, analytical
abilities and strong communication skills to help clients address key
questions that affect their businesses.
We have intern, industrial placement and graduate opportunities for
consulting and broking career paths within: Insurance & Reinsurance;
Insurance Strategy; Actuarial; Investment; Employee Benefits; Reward
& Remuneration.

The Chartered Institute of Management Accountants (CIMA), is the
world’s leading and largest professional body of management accountants,
with over 232,000 members and students operating in 177 countries,
working at the heart of business. CIMA members and students work in
industry, commerce, the public sector and not-for-profit organisations.
The AICPA and CIMA also make up the Association of International
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You don’t need to have a degree in Finance or Economics to work in asset
management. We are open to considering any degree subject, so long as
you are engaged, smart and intellectually curious. We can give you the
knowledge and the technical skills you will need to be successful. You will
work both as part of the team and undertake structured training, and be
assigned a mentor who will offer advice and support when needed.
Our commitment to excellence and innovation means we are investing
in new technology like never before. With customised platforms to
give our investment professionals 24/7 access to each other’s insights,
bespoke global forecasting tools and tailored apps for our clients, we are,
step by step, revolutionising the way investing is done.

First Names Group is a leading independent provider of trust, fund, real
estate and corporate services operating in strategic locations worldwide.
Our people are our greatest asset and so we put them front and centre of
everything we do. We pride ourselves on supporting and celebrating our
‘First Names’. We believe this strong people focus sets us apart from the
competition and results in the very best client service.

FINANCE & PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

We’re looking for more people like us. Smart, fun, interesting individuals
who have the passion and commitment to make a difference. Skills
and experience matter of course, but motivation, professionalism and
personality are far more important.
Opportunities are at the heart of a career with us. And we’re proud, based
on the opportunity we offer, that students have voted us the number one
Graduate Employer in The Times Top 100 Graduate Employers survey for
the last fourteen years.
ICAEW is a world leader of the accountancy and finance profession,
supporting over 147,000 members in more than 155 countries. With
over 3,500 authorised training employers and a range of graduate,
internship and placement opportunities on offer in the UK and
worldwide, your opportunities are endless.
The ACA qualification with ICAEW is one of the most advanced
learning and professional development programmes available. You can
start your ACA training with one of our authorised training employers
whilst on a training agreement which will outline the support you will
receive from your employer, including paid tuition, study leave and
mentoring. It ensures that all ACA trainees receive the highest quality
and standard of training possible. Our employers range from firms to
banks, businesses, charities and government departments. Did you
know that 97% of the world’s 100 global leading brands employ ICAEW
Chartered Accountants?

Marsh & McLennan Companies gives people with purpose the global
platform and the extraordinary colleagues they need to make an impact
on how the world works. We bring together different businesses and
diverse talents to change what is possible for our clients, their industries,
and society. Our four operating companies — Marsh, Guy Carpenter,
Mercer, and Oliver Wyman — offer a world of opportunities to apply
your energy and your gifts to some of the great challenges of our time
in an atmosphere of purpose, collaboration, and deep mutual respect.

Mercer helps clients around the world advance the health, wealth, and
performance of their most vital asset – their people. Mercer’s more
than 20,500 employees are based in more than 40 countries, and
we operate in more than 130 countries. Bring your talent, energy and
dedication. We’ll give you the experience, opportunity and support to
grow. Whatever path you choose as you build your career, Mercer is
there to help and support you every step of the way.

Our position is unique, and our work is highly influential. Totally and
distinctively independent, we scrutinise public spending for Parliament,
and investigate major government projects and programs. This means
we work for, and for the good of, everyone in the country. We help
our economy and society work better – supporting and enabling
improvements in the way services are delivered right across the public
sector to all citizens. Our people have a great reputation among our
clients, Parliament, other international audit institutions and the wider
accountancy profession.
For you, this means challenging and varied work that makes a visible
impact and has real value for the nation. And you’ll do it whilst studying
towards a fully-funded ACA qualification and earning a great salary.

There are many areas of our business you can choose to join: Actuarial,
Assurance, Consulting, Deals, Legal, Tax and Technology
While we choose the best people to join us, it might be surprising to learn
they’re from a wide range of backgrounds and have studied all sorts of
degree subjects. And there are many areas of our business you could start
your career.
We have work experience opportunities across all our business areas.
Our programmes will help you learn where your skills, interests and career
goals would best fit into our business. You could spend as little as one day
with us on a career open day, or if you’re looking to invest more time, you
could apply to our summer internship programme or perhaps one of our
work placements.

Smith & Williamson is a leading, independently owned financial services firm
combining an accountancy practice, investment management arm and a
private bank. We provide award-winning services to individuals, corporates,
professional practices and non-profit organisations. The breadth of services
we offer as a firm is unparalleled and makes us unique in the industry.
To provide the service our clients expect we know our trusted business
advisers need an empowering and supportive work environment. With 13
UK offices and global reach through membership of Nexia International,
we’re big enough to be competitive, yet our size means you’ll be part of a
friendly, enthusiastic team. So, if you’re looking to get more out of your
future, we think you’ll love life with Smith & Williamson.

Willis Towers Watson is a leading global advisory, broking and solutions
company that helps clients around the world turn risk into a path for growth.
With roots dating to 1828, Willis Towers Watson has 40,000 employees
serving more than 140 countries.
We design and deliver solutions that manage risk, optimize benefits,
cultivate talent, and expand the power of capital to protect and strengthen
institutions and individuals. Our unique perspective allows us to see the
critical intersections between talent, assets and ideas — the dynamic
formula that drives business performance.
Together, we unlock potential.

Zopa is the UK’s leading peer-to-peer lending service. We offer our
customers simple loans and smart investments that help people take control
of their finances and do more with their money. We’re also in the process of
obtaining a banking license that would allow Zopa to spread its ethos of fair
and honest finance to a wider range of financial products.
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Tell me about... Insurance,
isn’t it all Meerkats? MIDDAY
Join Aon’s sector overview to find out more about the world of insurance and reinsurance, it isn’t all just
meerkats and nodding dogs.
Life is full of risks from hurricanes to earthquakes, terrorism to cybercrime, they can’t be controlled, but can
be managed.
During our overview you’ll hear from our graduates and leaders about how Aon, as the world’s number 1
Insurance & Reinsurance Broker, supports clients by predicating and spreading risk to minimize the impact
of major catastrophes. You’ll also hear about what your career could look like if you pursued a career within
Insurance & Reinsurance.

Tell me about... Fintech

13:10

Andrew Lawson
Zopa

Chief Product Officer
Andrew Lawson is Chief Product Officer at Zopa, Europe’s largest peer 2 peer consumer lender. Andrew started his
career as an Analyst at Capital One, before rising to Associate Director at Oliver Wyman. Andrew has led Zopa’s
product director direction for the past 3 years.

Tell me about... Insurance

14:20

In this 45 minute session, AIG (American International Group) in conjunction with the
CII (Chartered Insurance Institute) will showcase an overview of the Insurance industry.
Our aim is to open your eyes to the variety of roles available in this diverse industry. Whether
you are studying finance, geography, law, maths, computing or any other subject, there is bound
to be a place for you to add your innovative ideas to this growing sector. We look forward to
sharing our vision with you and answering all your questions openly and honestly!
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Your Commercial Awareness
Updates
Commercial Awareness is a key skill top employers from all sectors look
for in students.
Gain insights into the essential business and political stories each week with
our free updates, delivered straight to your inbox every Monday evening.

Edit your Bright Network profile and start receiving the
free weekly updates.
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Meet today...

Bates Wells Braithwaite is a professional services consultancy,
combining a top legal practice with services in impact measurement,
outcomes-based planning and strategy, and financial services
regulatory compliance. The firm works with a wide range of clients,
large and small, across a variety of sectors – from established
businesses, charities and social enterprises to innovative start-ups
and high-profile individuals. We stand out as a law firm – combining
practical, commercial legal expertise with the deep understanding of
the third sector that comes from working with more charities and
social enterprises than any other UK firm.
We are not only recognised as the leading charity law firm in the UK;
we are also ranked in the major UK legal directories for our excellence
across many of our specialist practice areas. We are proud to be the
first UK law firm to achieve B Corporation certification.
With over 200 staff and 37 partners, we are large enough to provide
a complete range of commercial legal services yet small enough to
be able to provide a personal service to every client. We are rated by
Chambers UK as one of the best law firms in the UK for our client
service, which we take extremely seriously.

A leading UK law firm providing
clients across a wide range of
manufacturing; energy & natural
insurance; real estate; retail &
infrastructure; and private wealth.

comprehensive legal services to
sectors including chemicals &
resources; financial institutions;
consumer goods; transport &

From October 2017 Bond Dickinson and Womble Carlyle Sandridge
& Rice will combine to form Womble Bond Dickinson.
With more than 420 partners and 1,000 lawyers across 8
offices in the UK; Aberdeen, Bristol, Edinburgh, Leeds, London,
Newcastle, Plymouth, and Southampton and 15 offices in the US.
The combination will put Womble Bond Dickinson in the UK’s
top 20 and in the top 80 in the US listings.
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Burges Salmon is an independent UK law firm which delivers the best
mix of advice, service and value. We pride ourselves on delivering an
excellent standard of legal and business advice to our clients, which
has led to many of our practice areas and sectors winning awards and
recognition as best in class. Our national and international client base
ranges from private individuals to government departments and FTSE
100 companies including The Crown Estate, Nationwide, Lloyds
Banking Group, John Lewis, The Nuclear Decommissioning Authority
and FirstGroup.
The quality of our expertise is widely recognised across our main
departments including Corporate & Financial Institutions, Dispute
Resolution, Planning, Construction & Engineering, Projects, Real
Estate and Private Client. The key sectors in which we operate are
energy, power & utilities, financial services, infrastructure, private
wealth, public sector, real estate and transport.
We believe it is our people that make the firm great. Our values of
ambition, collaboration, commitment, fairness, quality and respect shape
our distinctive culture and are evident across the firm. All our people are
based in our HQ in Bristol. This means we all know and work with each
other. In fact, team playing is core to our approach to delivering a great
client experience. We are accredited by Investors in People Gold and
offer our people a generous benefits package, career development and
progression, and a strong corporate responsibility programme.

Clyde & Co is an ambitious law firm. Over the past 10 years we have
more than tripled in size to become a UK top 15 firm with a strong global
platform of nearly 50 offices and associated offices across 6 continents.
We have achieved this relentless growth thanks to our enterprising ethos,
our drive and our strategic objective: to be the leading international law
firm in our key sectors of transportation, insurance, energy, professional
practices, energy and trade and commodities. We are looking for the
very best individuals to become the next generation of Clyde & Co
lawyers. If you have strong academics, law firm experience, are looking
for new challenges and more responsibility in a global team, we want to
hear from you.

LAW

On 1st May 2017, CMS, Nabarro and Olswang combined to form CMS
Cameron McKenna Nabarro Olswang LLP. For more information on
the combination please visit http://graduates.cms-cmck.com.
CMS United Kingdom is a member of CMS, which provides clients with
specialist, business- focused advice in law and tax matters. Our 5,500
legal professionals across the world, working in sector-based teams and
trained in project management, are focused on our clients and fulfilling
their objectives. CMS lawyers operate in 71 offices worldwide, offering
real-world advice to clients operating in a challenging business climate and
a fast-changing regulatory environment.
We were one of the first law firms to structure our business around
industry sectors. It is an approach we are constantly reinforcing. On the
back of the legal sector’s most comprehensive and award-winning client
feedback programme, we are delivering a service that’s more relevant,
tailored and in touch than ever before. We understand our clients’
industries every bit as well as we understand the laws that surround
them. Not only do we give better advice, but we also build stronger
client relationships.

Dentons is the world’s largest law firm, delivering quality and value
to clients around the globe. Dentons is a leader on the Acritas
Global Elite Brand Index, a BTI Client Service 30 Award winner
and recognized by prominent business and legal publications for
its innovations in client service, including founding Nextlaw Labs
and the Nextlaw Global Referral Network. Dentons’ polycentric
approach and world-class talent challenge the status quo to advance
client interests in the communities in which we live and work.
www.dentons.com

World-class disputes practice. Market-leading corporate practice. Toptier specialist teams. We’ve got it all. We are a truly global elite law firm
and we work with some of the largest international organisations on some
of their most ambitious projects.
Thanks to the quality of our international network, we’re able to offer our
clients services across the globe, giving you the chance to work in a truly
international way.
Our work is incredibly varied. We provide top quality tailored legal
advice to major corporations, governments and financial institutions
as well as various commercial organisations. We’re proud to be a
full-service firm, meaning we are able to go above and beyond for
our clients.
Herbert Smith Freehills is a place where you won’t just experience
everything, you’ll be a part of it. If you’ve got the drive, ambition and
potential to become a brilliant lawyer, then this could be the firm
for you.

Jones Day is a truly global law firm – probably the most integrated in
the world. Our 2,500 lawyers across 43 locations in major business
and finance centres worldwide have vast transactional and contentious
experience. In London, our 200 lawyers draw on their sophisticated
understanding of risk and insights from across the globe to guide clients
through their toughest challenges.

Our rare and distinctive, non-rotational training system provides
flexibility and early responsibility, developing lawyers fast. We recruit our
trainees from our placement schemes held in the Winter, Spring and
Summer vacations.

Kennedys are a rapidly growing international law firm with expertise in
litigation and dispute resolution, particularly in the insurance / reinsurance
and libality industries. We have some of the most respected legal minds
in their fields.
We take our culture and values seriously, always being approachable,
straightforward, supportive and distinctive. Our employees are supported
to develop their careers in this innovative and collaborative environment.

Kingsley Napley is a litigation-led, top 100 law firm based in central
London, specialising in a number of diverse practice areas including
criminal litigation, dispute resolution, family, employment, clinical
negligence and personal injury and immigration. Many of our lawyers
are leaders in their field and our wide range of expertise means that
we can provide support for our clients in all areas of their business
and private lives. We are known for combining creative solutions with
pragmatism and a sensitive approach. The relationship between lawyer
and client is key and we work hard to match clients with lawyers who
have the right mix of skills and experience in order to achieve the
best possible outcome. Kingsley Napley has an open and friendly
environment where everyone’s contribution is important and is ranked
number 23 in the Sunday Times Top 100 Companies to work for.

From a shifting geopolitical landscape to the exponential growth in
FinTech, this is a time of unprecedented change. At Linklaters, we’re
ready. Our people go further to support our clients, with market-leading
legal insight and innovation. And we go further for each other, too. We’re
people you want to work with, generous with our time and ready to help.
Attend our insight programme, join a Vacation Scheme or start as
a Trainee, and you’ll find we offer outstanding, career-long training.
And rather than specialise in just one area, we’re proud to have leading
practices in Corporate, Finance and Projects and Dispute Resolution.
So wherever you focus, you’ll be involved in the very best work.
Great change is here. Get ready.

Norton Rose Fulbright is a global law firm. We provide the world’s
preeminent corporations and financial institutions with a full business law
service. We have 4000 lawyers and other legal staff based in more than
50 cities across Europe, the United States, Canada, Latin America, Asia,
Australia, Africa, the Middle East and Central Asia. Recognised for our
industry focus, we are strong across all the key industry sectors: financial
institutions; energy; infrastructure, mining and commodities; transport;
technology and innovation; and life sciences and healthcare. Wherever
we are, we operate in accordance with our global business principles
of quality, unity and integrity. We aim to provide the highest possible
standard of legal service in each of our offices and to maintain that level
of quality at every point of contact.
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Leading lawyers. Great clients. And an unrivalled commercial approach to
business. At RPC we offer a depth of knowledge and creativity that few
firms can rival and combine this with high quality training programmes
that are consistently lauded in the leading directories. Headquartered in a
state of the art site in the City of London, we also have stunning offices in
Bristol, Hong Kong and Singapore. Our open plan, collaborative working
environment – where knowledge is easily shared and access to partners
an everyday reality – is designed to bring out the best in our people and
to ensure that the service we offer our clients is second to none. And it
is. We provide top quality legal services to global businesses across a wide
range of industry sectors and practices, including insurance, commercial
litigation, construction, engineering and projects, corporate/M&A, IP and
technology, media, real estate, employment and pensions, outsourcing,
regulatory, tax and competition.

Scratch the surface of Simmons & Simmons and you’ll discover a
leading law firm of over 1,600 colleagues, offering expert legal advice
across Europe, the Middle East and Asia. We operate across four key
sectors and through a range of services to help clients navigate all kinds
of legal challenges, from buying and selling national chain stores to
developing new fleets of aircraft. We work in the areas that matter the
most to everyone’s future, from Life Sciences to Technology, Media and
Telecommunications. So whatever you do, wherever you go, you’ll see
developments we’ve been involved in. All you need to do is look, and you’ll
uncover the world of law.

Slaughter and May is one of the most prestigious law firms in the
world and we advise on high-profile and often landmark international
transactions. There are distinct differences between us and other global
law firms. We train each of our lawyers to be a multi-specialist equipped to

advise on a broad range of legal matters, which at other firms would be
handled by a number of different lawyers. We think that by broadening
your training and experience, you will be a better lawyer. We also take
a different approach to time; there are no set billing or time targets.
The type of work we do is not always measurable in minutes. In this
way, our lawyers are free to work collaboratively, sharing expertise and
knowledge, so that they can concentrate on what matters most – the
quality of the work and client service.

White & Case is a global law firm with nearly 2000 lawyers worldwide.
We’ve built an enviable network of 41 offices in 29 countries. That
investment is the foundation for our client work in 159 countries
today. Complex client projects, nuanced local market knowledge and
global capabilities define who we are. Many White & Case clients
are multinational organisations with complex needs that require the
involvement of multiple offices. As part of our training contract, we
offer every trainee a guaranteed six-month overseas seat.
White & Case is looking to recruit ambitious trainees who have a desire
to gain hands-on practical experience from day one and a willingness
to take charge of their own career. We value globally-minded citizens
of the world who are eager to work across borders and cultures, and
who are intrigued by solving problems within multiple legal systems.
They should have an understanding of international commercial issues
and an interest in working on big-ticket, cross-border work. We recruit
both law and non-law students and owing to the nature of our work,
language skills are of interest.
Applicants will be welcomed for their individuality, their ability to
contribute to the cutting-edge work we do and the energy with which
they approach the job at hand. They should have achieved, or be on
track to achieve, a high 2:1, have a positive and friendly attitude, be
enthusiastic and work well in teams.

SECTOR
OVERVIEW

Tell me about...
Commercial Law

13:10

When considering your applications you will almost certainly have encountered a wide variety of firms describing themselves
as a “commercial law firm”. But have you considered what this actually means? For White & Case LLP, as a global law firm
serving companies, businesses and financial institutions, commercial law means the full range of legal services our clients
need, wherever in the world they need them. To give you an insight into how we provide these services, this presentation will
give an overview of the work undertaken by Partners in our Corporate, Disputes and Banking practice areas.
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Getting Ahead in Commercial Law

PANEL SESSIONS

12:00

Casey O’Hara

Robert Byk

Herbert Smith Freehills

Slaughter and May

Senior Associate

Casey studied law at the University of Bristol and
completed her LPC at BPP. She went on a client
secondment to BAA (the owner of Heathrow Airport) and
has spent time working in the Dubai, Paris and Hong Kong
HSF offices, as well as London where she is currently based.
As a senior associate specialising in tax and structuring,
Casey advises on a wide range of transactions, with a focus
on real estate, media and private equity. She also handles
tax disputes work, including HMRC enquiries.
Casey actively participates in a number of pro-bono matters
and mentoring and training initiatives for junior lawyers.

Claire O’Donnell
Norton Rose Fulbright
Partner

Claire O’Donnell is a corporate lawyer based in London.
She has 15 years’ experience in UK and international
mergers and acquisitions, joint ventures and general
corporate and commercial transactions.
She has a particular focus on corporate governance and
business ethics and has advised a number of boards on the
ethical aspects of corporate transactions and matters of
boardroom governance.
Claire advises a range of multinational entities,
particularly in the consumer market sector.

Partner

Robert Byk is a Corporate and Financing Partner at
Slaughter and May. He joined the firm in 1998 and became
a Partner in 2007.
Robert advises on a wide range of banking, finance and
corporate transactions, including acquisition and bid finance,
structured finance, debt and equity capital markets and
general banking and corporate work. Robert has been part
of our teams advising HM Treasury and the Government
respectively on certain elements of the financial support
provided to the Banking Industry and the Hinkley Point
nuclear power station. Other clients include CEMEX,
Pirelli, Premier Foods, Ladbrokes and ISS.

Anthony Foster
Travers Smith
Partner

Anthony Foster is a partner in the corporate finance group at
City law firm, Travers Smith and is also a graduate recruitment
partner. Anthony studied history at Oxford University, and
joined Travers Smith as a trainee in 1998 having completed
the CPE (GDL) and LPC at the College of Law in London.
During his time at Travers Smith, Anthony has spent a year as
an associate in the firm’s Paris office, and has also undertaken
over a year’s secondment to the Bank of England during the
height of the recent economic crisis. Anthony has a broad-based
corporate practice, advising on public and private mergers and
acquisitions, as well as IPO’s and secondary fundraisings.
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Charity and Public Sector –
Career or Calling? 13:10
Genevieve Field
Ark Teacher Training
Associate Dean

A career changer, Genevieve trained through Teach First and remained at her
placement school for 5 years, progressing through a range of leadership roles. Her
in-school teacher training programme and mentor development work was recognised
by Teach First as exemplary practice and shared at programme wide events. Genevieve
moved into teacher development in 2010 and joined Ark in 2014. She was part of
the management team that led Ark Teacher Training through its first full Ofsted
inspection (the programme secured an Outstanding grade).
Genevieve was appointed Associate Dean with Ark Teacher Training in 2016 and as
well as leading the secondary programme for London, Hastings and Portsmouth,
she will be responsible for delivering the exciting Now Teach programme starting in
September 2017.

Raanaa Javaid
Frontline

Social Worker at Harrow Council
Raanaa graduated from the London School of Economics in 2014 having studied
BSc Social Policy and Criminology. Alongside her degree, Raanaa worked with the
World Health Organisation supporting young people across Europe and Central Asia
to engage in environmental health policy – this reinforced for her the importance of
listening to service users and using creative solutions to create change. Raanaa applied
and gained a place on Frontline’s first cohort of social workers in September 2014 and
has remained a children’s social worker in Harrow working in the Child in Need/Child
Protection team ever since.

Paddy Dempsey
Teach First

Strategy Manager
Paddy looks after Teach First’s recruitment diversity strategy. We are proud at Teach
First to be working towards a day when everyone in the UK has equal opportunities in
life regardless of background. We are doing this by recruiting and building a movement
of leaders across society. Paddy knows that diversity is essential to the success and
impact of our movement. Prior to his current role Paddy worked in campus and
experienced hire recruitment and as a science teacher, on Teach First’s Leadership
Development Programme, in London.
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Traits of Successful
Female Leaders 14:20
Doris Salzburger
Greenhill
Principal

Doris Salzburger joined Greenhill in 2015. Prior to joining, she spent four years at
Lazard, where she was most recently a Vice President in the Natural Resources and
Basic Industries team. Doris started her career at BNP Paribas where she worked in
the Equity Capital Markets and the Mergers and Acquisitions teams, spending time
in both London and Paris. Doris graduated from Vienna University of Economics
and Business Administration and conducted part of her studies at the Hong Kong
University. Doris is head of Greenhill’s Women in Finance committee.

Melinka Berridge
Kingsley Napley
Partner

Melinka is a Partner in Kingsley Napley’s Regulatory Practice Area. She has
particular expertise in the fields of criminal and regulatory prosecutions,
professional discipline and licensing. Melinka leads the team at Kingsley
Napley responsible for bringing regulatory and private prosecutions. In the
field of professional discipline she represents some of the UK’s leading national
regulators. Prior to joining the firm she was the Head of Licensing at one of
the UK’s leading pub companies. She is a dual-qualified practitioner. She is a
Solicitor Advocate (Criminal) in England and Wales. She was initially admitted as
barrister and solicitor to the High Court of New Zealand. She worked as a Crown
Prosecutor in Wellington for five years before moving to the UK in 2005.

Smith & Williamson Panellist
Glenna Lynch
UBS

Executive Director – Global Head of
Commission Management
Glenna Lynch is responsible for UBS’ Commission Management Services platform
globally. She works with clients and trade associations reviewing latest trends
and best practices as well as participating in industry panels on commission
management topics. Glenna has over 20 years’ experience in commission
management and is considered an expert in her field. Prior to re-joining UBS
Glenna worked at Morgan Stanley and J.P. Morgan for 13 years.
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Tech Jobs – Top Tips

15:30

Marianne Breen
Accenture

Senior Manager
Marianne (Mara) Breen is a Senior Manager with Accenture. Having been fast-tracked
through the firm’s leadership programmes, she became one of the youngest to have
been promoted to this position. Mara is currently the Global Business Operations and
Information Security lead for one of the UK’s most high profile retail banks. Mara is also
the firms Dev Ops Global Operations lead and is passionate about encouraging women
to take up careers in Technology. Mara founded the Women in Technology HUB (WITH)
which is part of the Accenture Technology Inclusion and Diversity strategy in 2017.

Jane Wainwright
PwC

Director
Jane is a Director and is the lead for PwC UK’s Core Privacy and Data Protection Strategy,
Legal and Compliance team. She has a broad range of private and public sector experience
complimented by 12 years’ service with British Military Intelligence. Jane also has previous
experience at: film and media group NBCUniversal where she served as the Director of
European Security; the London 2012 Olympic and Paralympic Games where she was the
Head of Corporate Security responsible for security across the various project stages of the
games; and the UKBA where she was responsible for operational security and associated
contract and performance management across the ‘e-Borders’ consortium.
Jane leads a number of the firm’s highest profile and most complex data protection projects.
She is predominantly focussed on FTSE 100 clients and those that are heavily consumer
focussed.
Jane was responsible for Data Protection compliance for the Organising Committee for the
London 2012 Olympic and Paralympic Games. The role encompassed fully understanding
what data was being collected, for what purpose, by whom, where it was stored and how it
was disposed of along with the associated legal considerations. The programme captured
numerous databases containing millions of records across ticketing, merchandise, workforce,
torch relay and also extended to cover the CCTV footprint of the venues.

Andrew Hunter
Silicon Valley Bank
Director

Andrew Hunter is a Director within the Global Funds Banking group for Silicon Valley
Bank’s UK Branch. He has 11 years’ experience of banking in both the UK and the US,
and has 9 years’ experience of working specifically with mid-market venture backed
businesses. Andrew is a graduate of the University of Edinburgh, and also holds an MA
in Management from the University of Durham, and a Diploma in Corporate Finance
from the Institute of Chartered Accountants.
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Women in Business
Stefania Davi-Greer
AIG

Head of Multinational,
Financial Lines UK
Stefania holds an MSc in Business Administration from
Bocconi Business School (Milan, Italy). Italian is her
mother-tongue and she is also multilingual; speaking English,
French and Spanish. Her insurance career began in 2002,
when Stefania started working at Credit Suisse Winterthur
in Italy as a Business Development Analyst for the Head
of Distribution. Stefania has covered increasingly senior
positions within global insurance broking firms Willis and
AON, before starting at the insurance company AIG in 2011.
She is currently Head of Multinational within the Financial
Lines department.

16:40

Sorcha Holleran
J.P. Morgan

Executive Director
Sorcha Holleran studied Business Economics & Social Studies
at Trinity College Dublin, graduating in 2005 with first class
honours. Subsequently she joined the graduate Investment
Banking programme in the ABS product group for a year,
before rotating into the markets side of the business to join
the HY sales team where she is now a senior member of the
team. Her current role involves working closely with the
leveraged finance group helping in the process of bringing
issuers to market & secondary flow.

Anne Marie Schouw
Fiona Davy
Fidelity International
Director of Research

Fiona Davy is a Director of Research at Fidelity International
within Equity Research. Fiona joined Fidelity in 2004 as
a Research Analyst and has progressed through to Senior
Analyst and Assistant Portfolio Manager before securing
Director of Research in 2013. Fiona has covered a multitude
of sectors in her career at Fidelity including pharmaceuticals,
industrial, utilities and auto manufacturing. Prior to Fidelity
International, Fiona read modern languages at the University
of Cambridge.

London Business School
Director of Major Gifts

Anne joined London Business School in June 2010 and
is currently Director of Major Gifts in the Advancement
Department where she leads the major gifts, corporate,
trust and foundation teams to fundraise for the School’s
strategic priorities. She has over twenty years’ experience as a
fundraising and development professional in the charity, notfor-profit and higher education sectors at organisations such
as Johns Hopkins University, the World Wildlife Fund and the
American Red Cross.
Anne is a member of the Board of Governors at London
Business School as well as a Trustee for Street Child United.
She holds a BA in International Affairs from James Madison
University and an MSc in Management Consulting and
Organisational Change from Birkbeck, University of London.
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How to Beat the Competition at Interview
MIDDAY & 14:30
Kate Harris and Tony Besse, directors of graduate recruitment specialists Interview Advantage, share practical tips and
methods from their careers with leading law firms, management consultancies and financial institutions on how to stand out
as the “must have” interview candidate. This session will cover preparing for and answering some of the most challenging
questions, as well as methods for structuring answers that make a real impact.

Kate Harris

Tony Besse

Interview Advantage

Interview Advantage

Director

Director

Kate has over 20 years experience of recruiting graduates into
leading organisations. She worked as UK Recruitment Director
for The Boston Consulting Group (BCG), one of the world’s
leading strategy consulting firms. She has been Manager of
Graduate Recruitment for Lloyds TSB and managed graduate
recruitment campaigns for Oracle and VW as well as MBA
hiring for Chase Manhattan. She continues to work as an
associate for two leading Executive Search firms and has worked
for the University of Oxford’s Careers Service, helping students
with interview skills and techniques. She is a co-founder of
Interview Advantage Ltd., providing recruitment support for
high-calibre graduates and is based in Oxford and London.
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Tony has spent most of his career as an international
lawyer with Freshfields Bruckhaus Deringer LLP where
he was a partner for over 20 years and had a graduate
recruitment role. He is also qualified as a business
coach, his principal clients being leading law firms and
financial institutions. In addition to coaching, he is a
co-founder of Interview Advantage Ltd., which prepares
undergraduates for the world of work. He also trains
lawyers in leadership and how to manage complex
international deals. Tony is French, is qualified as a
lawyer in both the UK and France, and lives in Oxford.

Secrets of the Assessment Centre:
5 most common mistakes revealed

BRIGHT NETWORK ACADEMY

12:30 & 15:00

Does the idea of being assessed for a full day across multiple exercises send chills down
your spine? Join experienced graduate recruiter and career coach Hannah Salton for a
different take on a traditional subject.
Find out what the most common mistakes recruiters see at assessment centres are,
and how you can use this to stand out from the crowd. There will be a Q&A and the
opportunity to win a free 1:1 career success call after the session.

Hannah Salton

Hannah Salton Coaching

Founder

Hannah Salton worked in HR and graduate recruitment for 8 years in the corporate
world, most recently leading UK graduate recruitment at top law firm Allen & Overy LLP.
She worked at BT for 5 years prior to this, after graduating from The University
of Manchester with a degree in International Management with a year studying at
Copenhagen Business School.
Hannah recently made the move away from corporate life to focus on growing her
coaching and HR consultancy business, helping individuals and businesses create more
satisfying careers. Hannah is passionate about personal development, diversity, and her
guilty pleasures are pizza and reality TV.

Top Tips for Obtaining an Internship
13:00

Vanessa will talk about her spring week and summer internship experiences to date
and how she prepared herself for the application process. She will offer insight into
how to conduct proper research on the firm and business area that you are applying
to and how to effectively integrate this information into your application. She will also
share some top tips on making a successful application and how to stand out in such a
competitive environment.

Bright Network Alum

SUCCESS STORY

Vanessa Odunsi

J.P. Morgan, Investor Services Sales Summer Analyst
Vanessa Odunsi is a 4th year student studying German and Latin at UCL.
Studying Economics at A-Level sparked her interest in the finance industry and
she participated in various early insight programmes at investment banks. Since
then, she has completed multiple spring weeks and summer internships, most
recently at J.P. Morgan, where she has just received a graduate offer. Vanessa
is passionate about social mobility and works with social enterprises which help
students from underprivileged backgrounds to achieve their potential in their
academics, their careers and beyond. In her spare time, Vanessa loves to go to
the theatre and travel.
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How to Stand Out from the Crowd

13:30

Struggling to get your CV noticed in a pool of hundreds? Are you unable to get past the first hurdle of the
application process? No idea where to even begin with writing your CV?
Having seen hundreds of CVs and having personally recruited professionals into the Financial Services industry,
come and find out directly from an expert what we want to see. If you’re an absolute novice or a CV ninja, join me
in learning the key techniques on how to stand out from the crowd in order to land your dream job or internship.

How To Land Your Dream Role

16:30

Job application processes can be the most exhausting and heart wrenching part of the career journey to go through.
Join me in learning about the key strategies used to increase your chance of getting hired as well as tips and tricks on
how to effectively apply for jobs without losing your mind!
Alternatively you can join me in learning what technique you can use to bypass the application process altogether and
get headhunted continuously into your dream roles by making employers come to you.

Alexandra Galviz
www.alexandragalviz.com

Founder

Alexandra’s mission is to inspire, motivate and empower professionals by giving them the tools and strategies to lead an
authentic and fulfilled career that aligns with their values, passions and goals.
She is an avid online-to-offline networker, career development blogger, storyteller and LinkedIn advocate. She has
experience of training large sales teams in the corporate environment having been the Global Head of Training and
Development for Foreign Exchange broker and now focuses on running her own business helping people career transition
and increase their personal brand through bespoke coaching and workshops, having turned her passion into a career.
You can find more information at www.alexandragalviz.com

Asset Management into Fintech

14:00

Bright Network Alum

SUCCESS STORY

Reggie Nelson

Funding Circle UK, Account Manager
Reggie graduated with a BSc in Economics in the summer of 2017, learning Mandarin alongside studying. Whilst
at Kingston University, he completed five internships, the most notable being a spring week at BlackRock, then
later Aberdeen Asset Management. He then secured an 8 week Summer Analyst position at BlackRock in 2016.
Reggie served as a Student Ambassador for his university, was nominated to be an Economics Representative three
years running, a Campus Ambassador for ICAEW and upon graduating, secured a role at a leading Fintech firm
called Funding Circle.
Lastly, Reggie is a youth mentor for one of the largest youth networks in the UK.
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REECE

CHARLOTTE

University of Birmingham
Deutsche Bank Internship

Durham University
Post Office Graduate Scheme

SAMIRA

University of Cambridge
Monarch Alternative Capital

CELEBRATING
SUCCESS
At Bright Network, we want to celebrate the career
successes of our members. So when you secure an
internship or graduate role with one of our 300+
partner firms, you’ll receive a bottle of Champagne*.

* or an Amazon gift voucher if you’d prefer
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How I Made It

15:30

Stephanie Phair
Farfetch

Chief Strategy Officer
Stephanie was previously founder and President of TheOutnet.com and was part of the Executive team of The Net-aPorter Group from 2009 to 2015. She has more than 15 years of luxury and e-commerce experience, having worked
for Issey Miyake, American Vogue and at Portero in NY. Most recently, she has consulted with a number of start-ups
in the digital space and advised PE firms on investments. She is also an advisor for venture capital firm Felix Capital
and sits on the board of Moncler SpA.
As Chief Strategy Officer, Stephanie is responsible for leading Farfetch’s global strategic direction, innovation, M&A
and corporate development and will own P&L responsibility for new business lines. Stephanie also forms part of the
company’s Executive Board.

From College to Commercial Law

16:00

Bright Network Alum

SUCCESS STORY

Sam Unsworth

Skadden Arps, Future Trainee Solicitor
Sam is a future trainee solicitor at the US corporate law firm Skadden Arps. He studied Law at Bristol University
where he was the President of Bristol’s Law Society during his second year. Sam received training contract offers
from Skadden, Clifford Chance and Latham & Watkins along with doing a 10-week internship at Goldman Sachs
within their Investment Banking Legal team. He has been a member of Bright Network since he left school and first
attended Bright Network Festival in September 2014, along with Bright Network Future Lawyers in his first and
second year of university. He is the first member of his family to attend university and was state school educated.
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Start creating your personal

Career Calendar
HOW IT WORKS

EXPLORE YOUR OPTIONS

SAVE THE DATES

NEVER MISS A DEADLINE

Find internship and
graduate job opportunities
with our 300+ leading
graduate employers.

Add all the important dates to
your personal career calendar.
View them all in one place,
on your mobile or laptop.

Get reminders sent straight
to your inbox – 2 weeks,
1 week and 72 hours
before the deadline.

GET STARTED TODAY

ADD TO CALENDAR
Add all the important dates to
your personal career calendar.
View them all in one place,
on your mobile or laptop.

Be Bright on Social
FOLLOW BRIGHT NETWORK FOR EXCLUSIVE
CONTENT, COMPETITIONS & OPPORTUNITIES

Bright Network
@brightnetwork
@brightnetwork
@bright_network

